THE INDESTRUCTIBILITY OF DARK MATTER ZERO ‘VACUUM’
The sea of pseudo vector e-neutrinos
From the calculation for the exchange of pseudo vector e-neutrinos between
proton and electron, see Bk1 chap 6 par 1 and 2, the result is that
Ne = 3 .813364 105 e-pseudo pairs exchange with an energy of 1.34 eV as
the electron is 0.5110 MeV in rest mass.
The point is the long wavity of these pairs in which the own spin and
acceleration vector components most likely in four independent kinds exchange to each other. The
shortest wavelength is for 1.34 eV. All others stretch out over long distances of star dimensions and
longer. The zero energy waves are linked in radial and tangential direction around a gravity
generating macroscopic mass as quantum long wavity. The 1.34 eV cells have to be balanced as zero
energy waves giving the neutrino pseudo ‘vacuum’ or dark matter around the macroscopic mass. See
the definition of zero pseudo ‘vacuum’ at the end of the blog and also Bk1 chap 4 par 1for the
experiments.
The zero induction energy and triplet formation
To understand the zero energy induction of the pseudo ‘vacuum’ better consider the following energy
states. There are two the one at ½c eff. and the one at zero velocity which has to be imaginary
because a single pseudo vector cell of zero velocity cannot be. At ½c the effective velocity after
acceleration is 1.34002 eV while at the virtual or asymptotic zero velocity 1.34002 / 1.154700
represents 1.160491 eV with 1.154700 as the relativistic m/mo factor
for ½c. So both states are never

steady states or static. In other words continuous alternation between the utmost. So externally the
proton and neutron or any atom are continuous in exchange to the paired zero state of 1.34002 eV.
The extremes leave room for triplet formation in which a triplet of e-pseudos even due to its supposed
ortho property is always above the zero state of a pair and greater than 1.160491 eV.
The interaction to the proton has an energy range for the pseudos of
m/mo = 1836 /1728 = 1.062500 as c-cavity. A triplet formation ratio of energy is:
1.154700 /1.062500 = 1.086776
The fraction available must be 1836.153 /1836 = 1.000083 while 0.153 Ne =5.834446 104 is the
number of interactions of paired cells. Determine the contracted fraction of 1.000083 – 1 = 8.3333
10-5 for the triplets giving
8.3333 10-5 x Ne = 31.77802me interactions of formation and then compare both multiplications:
0.153 = 8.3333 10-5 x 1836.000
5.834446 104 = 1836 x 31.77802
The first one is expressed in me . The second one in e-pseudos of 1.34 eV. The meaning of the
number of 31.77802 e-pseudos at 1.34 eV determines a cluster of these which are bunched up in time
sequence with a repetition rate of 1836 giving triplet clusters of 31.77802 /(1.5 x 1.086776) =
19.49375 triplets of 1.233023 eV.
From both expressions the statement can be extracted that for any interaction at the level of 1.34 eV
that a constant is allowed to transpose the conversion to the level of me . This constant obviously is
Ne . So for the 2nd multiplication one is allowed to read these as an equality in me rest masses. The
meaning of the contracted fraction becomes clear considering the statement that the internal pseudo
τ-neutrino of 34.259me maintains a direct exchange resonance to e-pseudos close to the value of τneutrino at c of 30.33me observed. The c-neutrino of τ has an internal reference frame as will be
discussed in the following paragraphs.
The end cap symmetry of the proton for the 17th quark cell is 3 x 34.259 = 102.777 in relation to
108me c-cavity internally. It determines a time sequence of 3 to 31.77802 of the contracted e-pseudo

bunch to be corrected for 1.34 /1.086776 = 1.233023 eV. However the cluster contraction to the
imaginary level of 31.77802 me is allowed for a further evaluation. The continuation of the triplet
derivation follows after the section of the calculation for the resonance of τ-neutrino at c.
Neutron
The interaction for the neutron is somewhat different to that of the proton but the c-cavity ratio is
1838.684 /1728 = 1.064053. This cavity includes the pseudo muon state namely three c-muon
neutrinos give one electron rest mass because the c-muon is observed as 0.3327me .So the c-state has
to be exactly 1/3me internally. Not for the pairing of the electron itself but as an option for say the
intern neutron c-state. The other option is the paired state of the electron internally requiring twice the
electron rest mass for ½ c effective. So 3 + 1 = 4 giving a ratio of 4/3 which cannot be overlooked
internally. The pseudo muon at c seems to be stable therefore a triplet giving the conversion ratio of
1.5 to a pair. So also the neutron is subjected to triplet formation but for the 1.34 eV energy state. The
combination of ratios is {3/2 /(4/3)} = 9/8 = 1.12500 having a square root of 1.060660. Relate this to
the proton as the decay partner of the neutron giving a ration of 1.060660 /1.062500 = 1.001734606.
Note all ratios belong to c-cavity resonances integers.
The triplet state internally is 1.154700 x 1.001734 /1.062500 = 1.088661. The ratio of 1.001734
determines the e-pseudo states from 1.23302 to 1.23209 in eV, the difference of 1.086776 for the
external proton triplets and those in exchange within the neutron.
Neutron decay
The energy gap between neutron and proton is truncated at 2.531 me which energy is free to bounce
off to the state of the proton c-cavity. It also includes the internal exact c-state of 0.333333 me for the
electron formation within the neutron. Show this is correct again the ratio:
0.531 /0.3333333 = 1.593000
1.001734 x 1.593000 = 1.595793
1.064053 x 1.5 = 1.596079
1.596079 /1.000083 = 1.595947
The last corrected for the proton triplet formation of ratio 1.000083. The of deviation of 1.000096 is
unexplained.
Obviously the 1/3-barrier internally of the neutron prevents the formation of the muon c-neutrino of
0.33333333 /1.001734606 = 0.332751me .Observed as 0.3327me .
The decay time for triplets at c is understood, to be the number of interaction due to formation of an
electron times the alternating gap of ratio1.154700 giving 1.154700 Ne = 4.4033105 alternations with
respect to the c-velocity of 3 108 (m/sec), the speed of the triplet giving 681.31 sec for decay or 11.36
min as observed between 12 and 11.3 minutes. Apparently the c-triplet of the e-neutrino maintains its
own internal coordinate frame at rest.
Apparently it takes 681.31 sec for a triplet pseudo to decay to the paired zero state. This is
independent of the internal residue energy in the neutron which is 0.531 – 0.33333 = 0.1977 me .
This rest energy has an average of 0.09885 with a static deviation of 0.0303 me . The kinetic energy
range of 0.1977 is valid also for the electron which can be on average 1.09885 me leaving available
for the e-neutrino at c 0.09885 me on average giving a cluster of 0.09885 Ne = 3.77 104 e-pseudos
which convert into e-neutrinos at c in triplets of 1.231 eV instead of 1.34002 eV. Confirming the
conclusion that each individual triplet should have the same decay time while as a cluster of these
escaping the neutron give the half lifetime for neutrons in general. It means that only a cluster of
individual triplets can decay into paired zero e-pseudos. In fact an individual triplet should be thought
as marginal stable.
Recapping the ortho triplet decay involves three pseudo vector cells converting into two paired cells
of 1.34 eV. The zero contraction of a triplet is 1.34002 /1.154700 = 1.160491 eV where 3/2 has to be

the conversion for the cells of 1.5 x 1.160491= 1.740736 eV multiplied by the end velocity of ½√2 c
giving 1.230886 eV which is 1.34002 / 1088661 = 1.231 eV.
Calculate the half life time for the muon neutrino at c
The observed rest mass of the µ-neutrino is 0.3327 me .By extending the idea of individual decay of
the triplet e-pseudo neutrinos consequently compressed into an entangled cluster then the exact muon
cavity of 0.33333 me contains 0.3333 x Ne = 1.271121 105 e-pseudo pairs which has to become
triplets, as is discussed above giving the ratio of 1.060660 / 1.062500 = 1.001734606 which is still
valid.
Take the ratio for m/mo of 1.088661 and 1.001734 giving the internal velocities of respectively
0.3952825 c and 0.05882351c. The ratio is 6.719804 or 6.72 which could mean the decay is faster
than 681.31 sec or a factor 6.72 slower. The last is more in line to the µ-neutrino observations.
Now consider the two situations:
1.734 606 10-3 x 1.271121 105 /1.088661 = 607.5981 which is the number of e-pseudos as a
cluster within a rest frame moving at c. The other is the division of 681.31 / 6.719804 = 101.3881.
Then 607.5981 /6 = 101.2663. The factor six represent a velocity of ½c effective internally and a
division by three to compose the entangled µ-cluster which can be decay more slowly. The difference
in entanglement energy between 101.3881 and 101.2663 ensures a slow decay interference between
the two cluster groups in which triplet states exchange internally to e-pseudo triplets or directly into
zero pseudo pairs moving at light speed but having an internal rest frame for the cluster engagement.
Realize that as a consequence of the release the e-pseudo pairs have only ½c effective with respect to
the internal rest frame.
Muon lepton decay time
In short the µ-lepton has a rest mass of 206.768 me consisting of a symmetric up /down state of for six
τ-pseudo neutrinos of 34.259 me in typical triplet arrangement resulting in a pseudo cavity which is
not of c-integer value or c-cavity resulting in (6 x 34.259 = 205.554) me .
The ratio of 206.768 /205.554 = 1.013734
(1.013734)6 = 1.085285
m/mo = 1.013734 gives a β of 0.1640497c compared to 1.001734 giving: 0.0588231c
with ratio of 2.788864 compared to 2√2 = 2.8228427 then the ratio gives (1.014186)6 = 1.088193.
The last ratio compares to triplet formation of 1.088661 with deviation 1.000430 while
1.014186 /1.013734 = 1.000445 showing the calculation is sufficient accurate.
Now consider a volume expansion of this lepton then during one second the difference in progress is
0.1640497 /0.0588231 = 2.788864 metres. Use the number of alternation per second derived in above
then 2.78884 x 3.813364 105 = 1.0635 106. The reciprocal should give 9.403 10-7 sec. Close enough to
the observed the decay of the muon lepton of 1 micro sec.
The constant 2√2 = √8 =√(1.5 x 4/3) = 1.224744 x 1.154700 are both base on integer number used
again and again in all these calculations. In Bk1 this constant is derived in chap 2 and returns in the
most important calculation between parameters of the electron and Planck constants in Chap 3. The
integer eight confirms the simultaneous progress of pseudo cells in three perpendicular coordinates at
½c effective.
The τ-neutrino at c is perpetual alternating
The observed rest mass of the τ-neutrino at c is 30.33 me .Convert this by the ratio of Ne as the
number of e-pseudo pairs per electron then this rest mass involves 30.33 x Ne = 1.156 107 interactions
forming an entangled cluster in the rest frame of τ.
The first step is to determine the number of µ-states consisting of 0.33333 x Ne = 1.271162 105 pairs
of 1.34 eV. Convert to compacted triplets by dividing by the triplet factor 1.088661 giving 1.16760
105 triplets which determine the actual part of 1.734606 10-3 x 1.167600 105 = 202.5327 µ-clusters as

triplets at a velocity of 0.0588231c. Divide by 2 for reasons that three triplets into two pairs was
overlooked giving 101.2663 µ-triplets.
Return to the statement that each e-pseudo triplet has the potential to decay within 681.31 sec. For the
single µ-neutrino at c this decay was increased by a factor 6.719804 due to compression in a smaller
volume the decay reduces to 681.31 /6.72 = 101.3881. The ratio of triplets in different states of
consideration of the decay is 101.3881 /101.1223 = 1.001202 as calculated in previous section.
For the supposition of a steady state resonance internally two states have to be distinguished one
approaching the state of zero velocity at 1.34002/1.154700 = 1.160491 eV and the other one in which
the internal density is enough to flip over the limit and convert into a conjugated state for the triplets.
The new released state uncoils and shares its energy to other triplets generating a new density peak
for a flip over and so on and on.
By trial and error a small ratio of 1.011312 was discovered enabling the flip over of µ-triplets into a
different state. This ratio is the slowing down velocity to increase the density. So m/mo = 1.011312
giving a β = 0.1491516. The end velocity is ½√2c determines the ratio of 4.740858 by converting in
to energy then take the square root giving 2.177351 and divide by 2 resulting in the triplet ratio of
1.088675 close to 1.088661 which was to be shown.
Distinguish two clusters to maintain the internal energy balance which is given by the limit condition.
Apparently a factor three comes into play to maintain the τ-condition. So 101.3881/3 = 33.79603 me .
While √12 = 3 x 1.154700 = 3.464101 and divide by 1.011312 = 3.425353 me showing the two states
for the energy balance.
33.79603 – 3.464101 = 30.33193
33.79603 – 3.425353 = 30.37074
The difference between both is 0.03875 me .
By maintaining the right hand site at 30.33 the rest energy can be shared over the two contracted
states of µ-triplets needing a mean boosting of 9.811 between these. Externally the rest mass is 30.33
leaving an alternating energy for the two states.
In case of the use of 101.2663 /3 = 33.75543 then the above rest energy of 0.03875 me could not be
reached. It means the energy of the compacted µ-state of at the right hand site becomes respectively
33.75543 – 3.464101 = 30.29132 and 30.33007 not sufficient to generate the additional energy within
the rest mass of 30.33 me . Note the ratio of 1.062500 /1.050818 = 1.011117 is not good enough to
come close to 1.088661 in the calculation of 1.011312.
Recapping about 90.99 µ-neutrino triplets of 0.33333 /(1.001202)2 = 0.33253 me determine a steady
state for the τ-neutrino at c to maintain the alternating states in the coordinates system at rest
internally. Apparently a single µ-neutrino of similar energy 0.3327 me cannot be compressed into
alternation and therefore has an half life of 6.72 x 681.31 sec or 76.3 minutes with a free flight range
of 1.37 billion km.
Continuation of the proton triplet exchange for pseudo e-neutrinos
The next step in the proof of the triplet exchange of the proton is the interaction with the electron
through mediation of pseudo e-neutrinos.
(1.050818 – 1) Ne = 1.937875 104 interaction of 1.34 eV
0.153 Ne = 5.834446 104 giving a ratio of 3.010744.
Both have m/mo = 1.050818 with
cluster velocity of 0.3072167 c.
The overall contribution in e-pseudos for the proton is:
1836.153 / 1728 = 1.062588
which generate 0.062588 Ne = 2.386708 104 pseudos.
A factor 2.444557 less than 5.83 104 and half that is 1.222278.

Then a cluster velocity m/mo = 1.062588 of 0.3381324 c.
Take the √(3.010744 / 2) = 1.226936 giving a deviation to 1.222278 of 1.003810.
Due to the ratio 2.444557 and the angular momentum, precession ratio of 1.226936 the conclusion
has to be that two clusters of different velocities alternate between them. One cluster is the triplet
cluster of 31.77802 with 1836 as the number of repetitions for tiny cluster triplets decaying
sequentially into doublet clusters of ½√2c. Namely two times ½c effective cells of the e-pseudos give
a ½ c2 as a momentary resonance state.
Further read the available fraction for the electric charge exchange is:
1.937875 104 x 1 /137.036 = 141.4135 of 1.34 eV. For the proton the electric charge
needs: 3.010744 x 141.4135 = 425.7588 interactions of doublet exchanges.
However as guessed the electron does not have direct triplet exchange to the proton due to the
c-cavity ratio of the electron of 144 /137.036 = 1.050818 apparently determining a doublet interaction
with the pseudo neutrinos according to above:
1.154700 / 1.50818 = 1.098858
while 1.154700 /1.060660 = 1.088661 for triplets as
for the state of decay while for the proton 1.154700 /1.062588 = 1.086686 as resonance is valid.
The sequence resonance exchange for the contracted triplets is matched to the momentum spin limit
as guessed should be for the τ-pseudo which is √12 = 3 x 1.1547005 = 3.46101 as discovered from the
calculation above:
34.259 – √12 = 30.79489me .The ratio of 31.77802 /30.79489 = 1.031924
(1.031924)3 = 1.098861 to be compared to the ratio of 1.098858 of above giving a resonance
deviation of 1.000006.
In conclusion the resonance exchange for the two clusters of different velocity determine the energy
equations which are:
34.259 – 31.77802 = 2.48098me
with 2.48098 x√2 = 3.508635
34.259 – 3.508635 = 30. 75036me
Deviation 30.79489 /30.75036 = 1.001446
It again confirms a ½√2c conversion in the resonance exchange. All these states have to be converted
to the level of 1.34 eV with a rate of repetition of 1836 times.
In general with respect to all atoms the conclusion should be that all protons within the atom generate
the two cluster states bypassing the neutron-state as a simple manner of consideration but still the
triplet to doublet exchanges are continuing in steady state monitored by the explicit formation of
electric charge, the law of quadratic charge for atoms .
The electron doublet resonance of ½ √2c
Compare the two clusters of 1.062588 and 1.050818 with β’s of respectively 0.3381324 and
0.3072167. The ratio is 1.100631 and 1.154700 /1.050818 = 1.098858 giving a deviation of 1.001631.
The doublet resonance is 1.34002 /1.098858 = 1.21947 eV. The cluster velocity of 0.3072167c
multiplied by √2 is 0.4344700c similarly by √3 is 0.5321149c exceeding ½c effective.
Take the ratios:
0.25 = ¼ c2 with respect to the unit of me .
0.25 /(0.4344700)2 = 1.324403 and
½ √2 /0.5321149 = 1.328861
With deviation 1.003365 and square root of 1.001685 to be compared to 1.001631.
So a two pseudo cells of 1.34 eV are trying to accelerate simultaneously to the end velocity of ½√2c
which break up the doublet of 1.21947 eV into a pair of 1.34 eV of ½c effective for an average cluster
velocity of 0.3072167c. The definition of a pair of pseudo e-neutrinos is correct and understood as a
pair of pseudos at the zero energy state for ½c effective.
The overall conclusion for c neutrinos of the kind of e- ,µ- or τ is quite interesting and confirms that
dark matter can be contained within a rest frame moving at c, externally for us as observers.

From the neutron decay it was shown that an e-pseudo in ortho triplet state at c has a imaginary life
time of 11.36 minutes individually. The number of triplets of 1.231 eV released during the decay of
the neutron is independent of the half life time. So if the individual virtual decay time of one triplet is
the same for any triplet then the decay time of a bunch of triplets can be different when released from
a neutron. The other decay products as proton and electron do not infringe on the conclusion.
The µ-neutrino at c consists of 1.271121 105 pseudo e-triplets which are entangled into a cluster of
101.2663 µ-states and subjected internally to velocities given by the m/mo ratios of 1.088661 and
1.001734606 giving β’s respectively of 0.3952625 and 0.05882351. The ratio between the two β’s of
6.72 extends the life time of the compacted triplet µ-cluster which comes to 681.31 x 6.72 sec or 76.3
minutes.
The τ-neutrino at c consists for its internal rest frame of two cluster groups highly compacted and
alternating between two states with a boosting ratio of 9.811 of one state to the other. It is supposed
the triplet state at lowest energy flips over into the conjugated one and vice versa and to return to its
situation at onset. Considering the half life of a single e-triplet at c of 681.31 sec the alternation time
can be either one sec or two for a complete cycle because this parameter is used in the calculation.
Was the τ-neutrino not subjected to internal alternation then about 107 e-pseudo triplets generated a
half life of either 1 sec or (681.31 x 6.72)2 sec. Both situations of µ- and τ-decay (if it decays?) are not
easy to observe in collision experiments.
Quantum mechanical definition of a zero energy e-neutrino pseudo ’vacuum’
As was discovered from the calculations of the pseudo e-neutrino ‘vacuum’ for mediation only the
triplet states of the pseudo e-neutrino decay into pairs of zero energy for which the spin energy of the
pair is 1.34 eV. The paired spin state comprises two pseudo vector cells each of the same spin but
with opposing acceleration components. Therefore at ½c effective the zero energy of the pseudo
‘vacuum’ as mediating medium, consists of a normal and a conjugated cell alternating between the
two quantum states of acceleration then maintaining zero labour.
In quantum mechanical sense the paired state of a pseudo vector cells at c velocity cannot exist. This
state should be virtual and consists of spin pseudo cell and a conjugated anti spin cell which should be
equivalent to a real photon hν-quant propagating in one direction for c. The opposite of the virtual
paired c-state is an anti spin pseudo cell in combination to a conjugated spin cell in which the
equivalent propagation for the hν-photon is the opposite to the other state in propagation.
This definition of the paired states for c-neutrinos of Fermi spin is not in contradiction to the standard
definition of a Fermi particle in relation to the light velocity.
Solar neutrino decay
As far as the calculations show only the e-neutrino at c as a triplet have a half life time of 11.3 min.
All other neutrinos µ- and τ-type moving with the speed of light have longer lifetimes. In that case
since the distance between Earth and Sun is 1.5 108 km and the time of flight at 11.3 min is 2.03 108
km, the ratio for these is 0.7375. At 11.3 min only 50% neutrinos are left over after leaving the sun
surface. So about a part of 0.68 survives to reach Earth confirming a loss of 32%. In case the loss is
higher the absorption of e-neutrinos at c within the sun cannot be excluded because the uncertainty
wave length at the c state is still about a micrometer.
Relativistic neutrinos

High relativistic c-neutrinos with an internal rest frame for decay cannot last long enough to bridge
the distances between galaxies or much further away. These neutrinos as part of the high energy
particle cosmic rays could not survive and only a perpetual resonance between triplet states prevents
the long life decays suggesting to be for the τ- neutrinos as the longest possible of 243 days.

